I. PRELIMINARIES Let K be a CM field with maximal totally real subfield A, G(K/R) = { 1, J}. Let Q, be the (unique) Z,-extension of Q. Set R, = RQ, , K, = KQ,, and G, = G(R,//). By R, we denote the unique subfield of & with [R,: k] =p". Let K,, = Kd,,. Let pzp denote the group of 2pth roots of unity. Let u be a fixed topological generator of 1 + 2p[R n Q u3 : O] Z,. If c is a p-power root of unity, define a,([) = [". Then o,, is a topological generator of G(Ra(p2p)/R(pL2p)) and its restriction to R,,, denoted (T, is a topological generator of G,.
If n < m, there is a natural map A," --* A, of p-class groups and we let A,= = l&4, relative to these homomorphisms. We define A,,= similarly. The norm maps from K, to R, induce a natural exact sequence of discrete G,-modules. III. THE PRC~OF
Step 1. The Analytic Class Number Formula Let h," and h," denote the class numbers of R, and K,, and E," and E, their unit groups. Let pLKn signify the group of roots of unity of K,,. The unit as desired.
IV. REMARK
When A is a field for which Leopoldt's conjecture holds and K, = R,,(p,,), one can give an alternate proof of our result by looking at F(u -1). It is based on a Kummer theoretic interpretation of B and class field theory (see [Cl, [Fl], and [F2] ).
